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When life demands the exceptional, Hina Spa at Conrad Bora Bora Nui Resort delivers a 
luxury retreat for those who appreciate the finer things in life. Perched on a hilltop, Hina 
Spa is a haven of comfort and beauty with breathtaking views. This soulful place, nestled 
in volcanic rock, will bring you energy and serenity.

Hina Spa is named after the goddess Hina. In legends, Hina is always presented as the 
ambassador of beauty, charm, sweetness, well-being and joie de vivre. On most islands 
and in different versions, she is also said to be the origin of the coconut tree, the 
indispensable nurturing tree of all Ma'ohi people. Hina, whose presence can be felt in 
the shimmer of a moon-ray or in the rustle of a coconut palm, remains the symbol of 
serenity and well-being.

Our Polynesian spa offers an extensive menu of treatments designed for singles, couples 
and for the expecting mother, and uses the finest natural products including Biologique 
Recherche , a luxurious French biological skincare line with over 40 years of experience 
in developing the most powerful and effective skincare products in the beauty industry. 
One of the unique features of the spa is the relaxation lounge, fully equipped with a 
sauna and steam room, designed to reunite body and mind before and after your 
treatment. Hina Spa also offers indoor and outdoor treatment rooms, with stunning 
ocean views.

Hina Spa is unparalleled in Bora Bora, offering luxury products, unmatched views, world 
class service and treatments.

WELCOME TO HINA SPA
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Our collection of highly specialized rituals blend luxurious pampering with powerful, 
long lasting benefits for the body, mind and soul.

HINA SIGNATURE MASSAGE .......................................................................

The Hina signature massage was specially designed for Hina Spa. According to the description of Hina, 
legend states that the goddess brings relief to body and soul. The signature massage offers slow, gentle 
and enveloping movements, for a moment of genuine escape.

HINA RETREAT ......................................................................................................

Indulge in a 30min tropical body scrub followed by a 90min relaxing massage of your choice (excludes 
Sport Massage).

HINA ULTIMATE INDULGENCE..................................................................

This divine escape from city life includes a 30min tropical body scrub of your choice, a 60 min massage 
of choice (excludes Sport Massage) and completed with a 60min customized facial treatment by 
BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE. Our Hina Spa specialists are available to discuss the best treatment 
depending on skin type and skin concerns.

HINA AFTER SUN SOOTHING TREATMENT .....................................

A traditional tamanu wrap will alleviate any negative effects of sun overexposure, while aloe vera lotion will 
calm the burning effect and drying feeling. Tamanu soothes many skin conditions, even ones considered 
too infectious to treat (sunburn, cuts, burns, eczema, stings, insects’ bites, acne, dry skin, and psoriasis).
*Enjoy a scalp massage or Foot massage during the wrap

HINA SIGNATURE RITUALS

60min xpf 19,000
90min xpf 25,000

120min xpf 30,000

150min xpf 44,000

50min xpf 15,000
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Hina Spa offers a range of treatments to suit all of your desires.

TAHITIAN MASSAGE ..........................................................................................

Rediscover the power of the traditional Polynesian massage. With a firmer pressure on major muscle 
groups and a special emphasis on the back to release all tension, expect a relaxing yet energetic effect.

BALINESE MASSAGE ..........................................................................................

This treatment uses a combination of gentle stretches, acupressure and aromatherapy to stimulate the 
flow of blood, oxygen and "qi" (energy) around your body, and bring a sense of wellbeing, calm and deep 
relaxation. This massage combines thumbs pressure and thumbs slides on the whole body.

HIRO’S SPORT MASSAGE ...............................................................................

Enjoy a forearm and elbows techniques massage that focuses on deep tissue. It aims at eliminating 
toxins accumulated in muscles, allowing proper oxygen and blood flow, and easing tension and 
stiffness.

HEAD TO TOE MASSAGE .............................................................................

Calm your senses, soothe your mind and leave your worries behind. Our highly skilled therapists will 
make sure that you feel relaxed and revitalized before, during, and after your head-to-toe treatment. 
Personalize your Head to Toe massage by telling us what type of body massage you would like (excludes 
Hiro Sport massage), duration of massage, and preference of scalp or foot massage.

HINA BODY MASSAGES

60min xpf 19,000
90min xpf 25,000

60min xpf 19,000
90min xpf 25,000

60min xpf 22,000
90min xpf 29,000

120min xpf 33,000
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MOTHER-TO-BE MASSAGE ...........................................................................

(Only available to those between month three and eight of pregnancy)
Ease tired feet, legs and back with a revitalizing massage for mothers-to-be. This treatment is specifically 
designed to meet the needs of pregnant women and their changing bodies, relieving muscle aches, joint 
pains and improving circulation.

BACK, NECK & SHOULDER ...........................................................................

Designed to relieve stress and tension by concentrating on specific areas of the back, neck and shoulders, 
this massage can also be tailored to your specific requirements.

SPA & GO

Enjoy an express massage for those on-the-go. Ideal in combination with a body 
treatment, body massage or Biologique Recherche facial treatment.

BACK MASSAGE ....................................................................................................

A tailor-made, relaxing treatment to loosen tension and eliminate stress and signs of tiredness.

SCALP MASSAGE ..................................................................................................

Let your body and your mind go, and slow down with our scalp massage.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY .......................................................................................

The soles of your feet are maps to each of your organs. A foot reflexology gradually dissolves 
accumulated tension and brings mental and physical relaxation. This treatment will help you find your 
energy balance.

60min xpf 19,000
90min xpf 25,000

HINA BODY MASSAGES

45min xpf 17,000

30min xpf 12,000

30min xpf 12,000

30min xpf 12,000
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Hina Spa offers personalized treatments, inspired by the traditional recipes of Polynesia.

ULTIMATE POLYNESIAN RITUAL .........................................

Escape within the Polynesian culture with a 30 min Bora Bora Sea Salt Body Scrub, continuing with
a 50min moisturizing body wrap and completed by a 60min traditional Tahitian massage.

POLYNESIAN BODY SCRUB ..........................................................

Indulge in softer, smoother skin thanks to the potency of traditional Polynesian ingredients.
This treatment is strongly recommended before a massage.

VANILLA BODY WRAP .........................................................................................

Vanilla is known as the Polynesian Black Gold. Allow a nourishing moment of relaxation for your skin and 
spirit with the Vanilla body wrap. Enjoy a scalp massage or a reflexology foot massage during the wrap.

ANCESTRAL BEAUTY RITUAL .........................................................................

Polynesians have long used coconut oil to enhance, invigorate and nourish hair damaged by the sun 
and sea. Join this tradition, and leave your hair in our therapists' expert hands. The soothing treatment 
begins with a 30min scalp massage, followed by a 15min coconut hair treatment, and concludes with a 
15min foot massage for the ultimate relaxing experience.

ANCESTRAL POLYNESIAN THERAPY

140min xpf 40,000 (per person)

45min (or 30min) xpf 11,000

50min xpf 15,000

60min xpf 22,000



BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE RITUALS

The Biologique Recherche methodology is more than forty years of experience using 
innovative products and meticulous protocols. The products are formulated with high 
concentration of active ingredients derived from natural or biotechnological compounds 
and are fragrance-free. Skin care is provided following by a personal dermocosmetic 
diagnosis, suitable for both men & women.



SKIN INSTANT LAB......................................................................................................

The Skin Instant© Lab consists of five sensors (measuring hydration, trans-epidermal water loss,
elasticity, pigmentation and sebum levels) linked to a computer with an exclusive diagnostic analysis 
software program developed by Biologique Recherche. Based on our expert’s dermo-cosmetic analysis 
and objective measurements, the Skin Instant© Lab, retrieves data from our knowledge bank to come 
up with a selection of products and treatments perfectly matched to your Skin Instant© needs.

SKIN SOLUTIONS -  CUSTOMIZED FACIAL TREATMENTS.......... 

Treatments are tailored to the needs of your Skin Instant© by one of our expert beauticians. The longer
your beauty treatment is, different specific techniques can be added for better results on your skin.

ADD-ON

Module eye contour ............................................................................................................................. xpf 1,200

Module collagène-caviar mask ........................................................................................................... xpf 2,800

Mask PIGM-400 ..................................................................................................................................... xpf 2,100

Biologique Recherche methodology is based on a visionary scientific concept of skin care
treatments and products that deliver ultra-bespoke treatments to every unique Skin 
Instant® delivering outstanding, immediately visible and long-lasting results.

FACIALS BY BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

20min xpf 5,000

30min xpf 12,000
60min xpf 22,000
90min xpf 28,000
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BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE RITUALS  



EXFOLIATION -  SOIN P50 PEAU NEUVE ..............................................

This full body scrub and massage eliminates dead skin cells and impurities by improving the epidermis 

natural exfoliation process. The highly active ingredients of the P50 promotes skin resurfacing and 

stimulation of cellular renewal. Restore your skin’s hydration for a softer, all over healthy glow.

DETOXIFYING SLIMMING ALGAE WRAP  ..........................................

This slimming body wrap with pure algae detoxifies the epidermis, tones, eliminates skin impurities and 

stimulates the release of excess water.

BODY LIFT & SHAPING TREATMENT .....................................................

A firming, draining, toning and anti-cellulite treatment all in one. Your skin texture will be smoother, 

softer, hydrated and your body will be sculpted.

JETLAG RECOVERY MASSAGE ...................................................................

To feel lighter after long trip, enjoy this treatment with draining and decongesting action. This recovery 

massage will stimulate circulation and help tired legs and feet feel lighter after a long trip.

BODY TREATMENTS 
BY BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

45min xpf 13,000

50min xpf 15,000

60min xpf 22,000

Biologique Recherche bring years of innovation and bespoke specialized techniques 
together for a results-driven, luxury experience. The brand’s expertise is based on an 
exclusive approach using intentionally pure, concentrated, raw active ingredients and 
unique treatment protocols to recommend the most suitable treatment that will meet 
guests wishes and needs.

60min xpf 19,000
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Whisk your loved one away for a pure moment of tranquility and relaxation. 
All treatments can be enjoyed together in the couples’ suite.

IN-LOVE –  ROMANTIC JACUZZI ............................................................... 

Perfect for romance, this couple’s bath ritual comes with a sweet taste of sensuality. Relax together in a 

candlelit bath, infused with our signature aromatherapy oils. Relish intimacy with two glasses of 

champagne and sweet treats for extra decadence.

SWEET MEMORIES .............................................................................................

Enjoy a 90min massage of your choice among the Hina massage, Tahitian massage or Balienese 

massage.

90min massage / 30min Jacuzzi

TROPICAL ROMANTIC ESCAPE ................................................................

Escape with your loved one for a romantic spa retreat at Hina Spa and indulge in pampering treatments 

designed to help you reconnect with one another. Enjoy a tropical body scrub followed by a 90min 

massage of your choice among the Hina massage, Tahitian massage or Balinese massage and 

completed by a 30min express facial by BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE.

30min Tropical Body Scrub
90min body massage of your choice
30min Express Facial BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

COUPLES RITUALS

30min xpf 15,000

120min xpf 56,000
(per couple)

150mn xpf 84,000
(per couple)
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LUXURY RENDEZVOUS FOR TWO ......................................................... 

Surprise your loved one with a pampering retreat. Enjoy a tropical body scrub (papaya or pineapple) 

followed by a 90min massage of your choice among the Hina massage, Tahitian massage or Balienese 

massage. To further release your stress, enjoy a glass of champagne before your last treatment, the 

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE customized facial.

30min Tropical body Scrub
90min body massage of your choice
60min Facial Treatment
With savory or sweet treats and Champagne Billecart Salmon Brut 750ml xpf
30min on the spa terrace

COUPLE ESCAPE ...................................................................................................

Enjoy a 60min massage of choice followed by a 30min Reflexology Foot Massage.

60min Massage
30min Reflexology Foot Massage
Savory or sweet treats and Champagne Billecart Salmon 750ml
30min on the spa terrace

ROMANTIC MOMENT ......................................................................................

Spoil yourself with a 30min Polynesian body scrub, followed by a 60min massage of choice and 

completed with a 30min Jacuzzi session with savory or sweet treats and Champagne Billecart Salmon.

30min Polynesian body scrub
60min Massage
30min Jacuzzi session
Savory or sweet treats and Champagne Billecart Salmon

COUPLES RITUALS  

90min xpf 71,000
(per couple)

120min xpf 77,000
(per couple)

180min xpf 120,000
(per couple)
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HANDS AND FEET TREATMENTS

Express Manicure or Pedicure ...........................................................................................
Work on the nail & application of clear base coat

Spa Manicure or Spa Pedicure ..........................................................................................
Nail work, hand scrubbing, hand massage and classic nail polish application

Glowy Package .................................................................................................................... 
Express manicure or express pedicure et pose de semi-permanent application

Semi-permanent application ..............................................................................................

Semi-permanent removal ...................................................................................................

Classic nail polish application ............................................................................................................

HAIR REMOVAL

Lip / chin / eyebrows  .........................................................................................................................

Underarms...........................................................................................................................................

Arms......................................................................................................................................................

Torso.....................................................................................................................................................

Back.......................................................................................................................................................

Simple bikini.........................................................................................................................................

Brazilian bikini......................................................................................................................................

Full bikini...............................................................................................................................................

Half leg..................................................................................................................................................

Thighs....................................................................................................................................................

Full leg...................................................................................................................................................

SPA BEAUTY

30min

60min

60min

30min

30min

xpf 7,500

xpf 13,000

xpf 13,000

xpf 6,000

xpf 4,500

xpf 3,000

xpf 3,000

xpf 4,000

xpf 5,000

xpf 7,000

xpf 7,000

xpf 5,000

xpf 8,000

xpf 10,000

xpf 6,000

xpf 6,000

xpf 10,000
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WHERE TO FIND US 
To contact the Spa from your room, please dial 3228. 

Do not hesitate to ask for a club car to get to us.

OPENING HOURS AND BOOKINGS
Hina Spa welcomes  you daily from 11:00am to 

07:00pm. We strongly advise you to book your 

treatment 48 hours ahead. Confirmations are 

subject to availability. If treatment is required 

outside of these hours, please contact the spa at least 

48hours in advance, 50% surcharge applies.

TAKE  YOUR TIME
We encourage you to arrive at the Spa at least 30 

minutes before your treatment to give us the time to 

welcome you, to change into a robe and slippers, 

and relax in paradise. Being late will make your 

treatment shorter. Your treatment will end at the 

planned time so as to respect our next guest's 

scheduled appointment. 

Your treatment will be fully billed.

HEALTH AND PREGNANCY 
Please let us know about any health 

condition you may have when you book your 

treatment (high blood pressure, heart or skin 

condition, allergies...). Do tell us if you are 

pregnant, so we can offer adapted 

treatments. Massages dispensed at Hina Spa 

are wellbeing treatments, non-therapeutic 

and non-medical.

AGE
For safety reasons, Spa treatments, are 

exclusively reserved to guests 16 years and 

older.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Please let the Spa know at least 24 hours in 

advance of any change or cancellation.

SPA ETIQUETTE

AT HINA SPA WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES AND SERVICES

3 double treatment villas with a jacuzzi

3 single treatment rooms

An outdoor area with panoramic views

A luxurious relaxation lounge, fully equipped with a sauna and steam room, designed 

to reunite the body and mind before your treatment

Men’s and women’s changing areas

In-villa services upon request with 50% of charge
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